The dominant dynamics of sensor networks consist of using the energy of the sensor nodes to create the topology of hierarchical clustering using topology control protocols. The topology thus created will always have optimum number of nodes after using a certain amount of energy, vice versa optimum amount of energy expense to use a certain number of nodes. This paper attempts to find a relation between the number of nodes and the energy consumed using statistical mechanics. This relationship thus obtained validates considerably well with the simulation experiments with topology control protocols.
Introduction
Recent studies in natural sciences has been focusing on an increased interest in the field of complex networks-found in diverse areas such as biological networks ,sensor networks, social networks and other interdisciplinary networks. The application of complex networks as of interacting complex dynamical systems has been often used in explaining the properties of system underlying in the internet and sensor networks. The major challenges lies in understanding the high dimensionality and complex topological structures of these systems.
Conventionally these network problems are investigated by using graph theory [9] but current work shows that the application of Statistical Mechanics facilitate the understanding and modelling of the complex topological characteristics in sensor networks. For example, by mapping nodes of a graph to energy levels and edges as particles occupying that energy level, [1] have shown that complex networks follow Bose statistics and might undergo Bose Einstein condensation despite their irreversible and nonequilibrium nature. In another article [2] have presented a fast community detection algorithm using a qstate Potts model. A detailed review of articles in this area can be found in [3, 4] . Thus the usage of Statistical Mechanics in sensor networks can done in two ways: 1) Analysing the topology of the sensor networks, whose structures lie in between a totally ordered and completely disordered. 2) Developing algorithms, to regulate the local behaviours that through mutual interaction produce desired ensemble characteristics from a global perspective. One of the important issues in the area of sensor networks is the judicious reallocation of available resources such as energy and communication bandwidth.
As the availability of these resources in WSN considerably affect the performance and lifetime of the network, so optimization of the resources becomes necessary [10] . In the present scenario we develop a framework using the concepts of statistical mechanics to relate between the energy consumption and the number of sensor nodes in participation. This relation has been supported using simulation experimental data.
The Proposed Model for WSN's
We start with the sensor nodes distributed in area under consideration having energy E, but after the invocation of the topology control protocols like A3, CDS-Rule K etc. every sensor nodes expenses a certain amount of energy to develop the connection with other nodes in the vicinity as depicted in figure  II . Let the expended energy be e and the connection with each sensor to other sensors with the neighborhood be k . There is also another view for this connections made, these connections are proportional to the energy of the sensor node i.e. more the energy of the node more connections can be made.
So we can consider for a particular expended energy state e1 for a sensor under consideration ,there may be k1,k2,k3,…….kn connection levels. Thus in the light of statistical physics we can think of these sensors as Ni indistinguishable items which can be distributed among ki connections, the number of ways in which Ni can be distributed among ki connections is .
At equilibrium we have at the same energy state a node can exhibit one or more connectivity levels much larger than the nodes found in any one such level. At one time the specifications may be defined as N1 sensor nodes in the energy state e1 with connectivity level k1 N2 sensor nodes in the energy state e2 with connectivity level k2 …………………………………………………………………………………………………… …………………………………………………………………………………………………… Ni sensor nodes in the energy state ei with connectivity level ki So the micro state may be defined as the product of the type
At equilibrium using sterling approximation, we evaluate Ω at maximum we obtain ln Ω = ∑ ln +
Our problem now is to render in Ω to a maximum subject to the condition that ∑ = . ∑ = . Using Lagrange multiplier, we have = − Where A and β are Lagrange's multiplier As we have ∑ = .
So we can write
Where z is called the partition function Expended energy consideration in sensors ( , ) = ( 0 + 1 2 ) α0 = transmitter circuit energy l= bits β1= transmitter amplifier energy d= distance of propagation E(l,d)= energy consumed Assuming this much energy is required for for a single connection so for ki connections , so we have ei=ki* E(l,d) Thus we can write,
now we can consider replacing the summation sign by integration sign with dki limit from zero to infinity (large value of k)
Using equation 1 and 2 we have = (( E(l, d) ) 2 
= 2
Hence we have
Now if we apply the above result in hierarchical clustering of sensor networks with the host of topology control protocols like CDS-RuleK, EECDS, A3 to name the few , the above equation 3 may be modified by the principle of conservation
Experimental Setup
The experiment was carried using Atarraya [6, 7] Java based simulator . Atarraya (Version 1.3) is a simulator for Topology Control algorithms.Copyright (C) 2005-2011 Pedro M. Wightman. In order to find the data set using protocol CDS rule -K. We set upon deployment options, Attaraya, Visualizations, where we set the following parameters as described in the screen shot. Other tabs or parameters are left as default.
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The screen shots of the Atarraya Simulator for the preparation for the experiment of protocol CDS -Rule K Figure-I
After the parameters are set as described in the above figure, then we choose the button StartAtarraya and we get the display of the Figure II . After the total simulation is completed, then we choose the red circles as cluster-heads as defined. Then we go from identifying the cluster-heads with ids' as shown in the figure below, then we count the neighbours, including other cluster-heads for a target id chosen. [6, 7] . The various output due to CDS-Rule K [8] protocol are as displayed in the figure below The fixed parameters are as described in the screen shot of Figure-I , except for the number of nodes.
The similar experiments for the A3 and EECDS protocols are performed in the simulator and the results are as discussed in the next section.
Simulation and Results
In order to carry out the relevance of the experimental results we introduce a Q factor which can be easily formulated using equation 4 as
---------------(5)
Carrying out the simulation using CDS-RuleK for all collection then combining the theoretical (using equation 15) and experimental values we have the 
Table-I

Dataset generated using CDS-RuleK Protocol
It can be easily observed that the expected Q value is required to be 1 in order to satisfy equation 4 but however it is well acceptable in the range of ±10% for experimental to theoretical prediction .
Similarly again carrying out the simulation using A3 for all collection, then combining the theoretical (using equation 5) and experimental values we have the 
Table-III
Dataset generated using EECDS protocol
It can again be easily observed that the expected Q value required is 1, in order to satisfy equation 4, but however it is well acceptable in the range of ±12% for experimental to theoretical prediction
Results and Discussions
The relationship discussed in equation 4 seems working well in a fixed test condition (the area of the test space, the density of the nodes, the energy distribution, and the node distribution.) i.e. the test condition of LHS and RHS of equation 4 should be same. This equation can be used to predict the number of cluster nodes and the normal nodes after the expense of a certain energy. This prediction will in turn allow the network engineers to have a first information of any intrusion or an energy hole in network.
Another important point about the equation 3 , if modified to find amongst the total energy values to the nodes from Table I or Table II or Table III (like   =   ) ,then this will not be valid because this requires the ensemble to be same when the network performing with 20 nodes or 60 nodes .This directly indicates the constant from equation 3 is different for different simulations situation.
